Attentional competition between modalities: extinction between touch and vision after right hemisphere damage.
The phenomenon of extinction, which occurs frequently after unilateral brain damage, involves a failure to detect the more contralesional of two simultaneously presented stimuli, but with preserved detection of single ipsilesional or contralesional stimuli. Current accounts suggest that the disorder reflects a bias of selective attention, in which ipsilesional stimuli have a competitive advantage. Extinction may be manifested within any one of the major sensory modalities (vision, audition, touch), or it may occur within several modalities in a given individual. Given recent evidence in normals for attentional links between separate sensory modalities, we examined whether extinction can also occur cross-modally, i.e. for double-simultaneous stimuli in separate sensory modalities. We tested whether an ipsilesional event sufficient to extinguish a contralesional stimulus within the same modality may also extinguish a contralesional stimulus in a different modality. Our three patients had right hemisphere damage, and reliable within-modality extinction for visual and tactile stimuli. They also showed significant cross-modal extinction, such that an ipsilesional tactile (or visual) event extinguished awareness of a simultaneous visual (or tactile) event on the contralesional side. These results, which provide the first quantitative evidence for cross-modal extinction, were replicated in a second experiment in which visual and tactile stimuli in the cross-modal conditions were presented at non-homologous elevations within each hemispace. We conclude that after unilateral damage, ipsilesional stimuli have a competitive advantage over contralesional stimuli, and that this affects competition between stimuli from different modalities as well as stimuli within the same modality. These findings are consistent with recent evidence for competitive interactions between tactile and visual events in the control of spatial attention in normals.